Legal aspects of the construction of a lift
between Pionerska hut and Rila Lakes hut in National park Rila
Sofia, 09 May 2008

1.
Legal aspects
The project of the two-seat lift between Pionerska hut and Rilski ezera (Rila Lakes) hut dates
back to the 1990’s. The original project of the lift was granted building permission on 27.10.1998
without a valid EIA - the initial EIA had expired on 14.10.1998.
In 2005, the off-shore company Rila sport JSC planned to build a new lift, but it considered the
environmental requirements of the actualized Environmental protection act (EPA) rather strict.
Therefore, the new project of the lift was presented to the general public as a “modified version” of
the 1998’s project. The modifications are assessed by the authorities as significant according to the
provisions of the Spatial Planning Act. The new project has undergone neither EIA nor Article 6
assessment procedures.
- On 11.06.2007 MEW authorized only part of the considerably “modified” project of the lift,
namely the subproject “Upper lift station”, referring to Art. 13. (2) of the Protected Area Act.
However, this article is violated since the “modified” project of the lift is subject to screening
procedures of EIA according to Article 93 (1) 3. of the EPA. Such a procedure has not been
started. The building permit for the “modified” project of the lift was granted by the Municipality
on 04.09.2007 while the first signals for illegal construction activities came in on 23.08.2007 (i.e.
two weeks earlier). What is more, this building permit concerns the whole lift, incl. the new
fundaments and poles, which were still not authorized by MEW because they are subject of EIA
screening procedure. That’s why on 15.10.2007 the investor submited a request to the MEW for
authorization of the whole project of the lift.

Figure 1. Time scale of the illegal construction of lifts in the National Park Rila
- As a result of the lack of a valid EIA the new concrete fundaments are constructed next to the
old ones. They have also considerable changes in the dimensions what implies that the lift could be
not two- but three- or four-seat. The municipality of Sapareva bania refused to submit this part of
the project both to the MEW and to the Regional Directorate for National Building Control
(RDNBC) Kustendil;

- As a result of the lack of a valid EIA no authorization was granted by the SFA and the MEW
for cuttings in the forests intended for temporary construction roads to the fundaments of the lift
poles and the upper lift station. As yet 1 ha of protected spruce forests and 0.2 ha of priority Dwarf
Pine formations (*4070) have been cut during the construction works (documented by REW and
the directorate of NP “Rila”).
- Order № 1997 of the National Forestry Board granting exclusive building rights to the
Municipality of Sapareva bania was violated by disregarding the condition that the building rights
for the lift in the state forests could not be granted to third parties (ref. to Atomic Invest Ltd. owned
by the off-shore company Rila sport JSC).
2.

Relevant documents

A letter (5.11.2007) of the RDNBC regarding the legal aspects of the modification project of
the lift Pionerska hut-Rila lakes hut (see Attachment).
3.

Relevant aspects of the Bulgarian environmental legislation

BG legislation vs. EC Directives:
According to Art. 92. 1. of the EPA the construction works on project 1 from the list above is
subject to full EIA.
According to Art. 93. (1) 1., 2. and 5. of the EPA the construction works on projects 2 to 6
from the list above are subject to a mandatory screening procedure. This screening procedure
includes a decision stating if there is a need of full EIA. [These two articles are in conjunction
with Art. 2. (1) and correspond toArt. 4.(2) of the EIA Directive]
According to Art. 13. (2) of the Protected Area Act (PAA) the construction of new objects and
the reconstruction of existing objects in a protected area, unless subject to EIA, is authorized by the
Minister of EW. [This Act applies only for national protected areas, e.g. Rila National Park]
According to Art. 31. (1) of the Biodiversity Act (BDA) (in force since 1.01.2007), any plan
or project not directly connected with or necessary for the management of the site but likely to
have a significant effect thereon either individually or in combination with other plans or
projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the
site's conservation objectives. [This article corresponds to Art. 6. (3) of the Habitats Directive]
According to Art. 31. (4) of the BDA (in force since 29.06.2007) when a project or plan
should undergo a EIA or SEA procedure, the assessments under Article 6 of the Habitats
Directive and Article 4 (4) of the Birds Directive shall be procedurally combined with it. [This
article aims to simplify the conduction of the two procedures]
According to Art. 19 of the BDA when a not yet designated site is under considerable threat,
the Minister of EW has the right to ban or restrict some activities in the concerned site for up to 2
years. [This article corresponds to Art. 6. (3) of the Habitats Directive]
According to Art. 144. (1) 4. of the Spatial Planning Act (SPA) a building permit for a
project is granted only if the EPA provisions are met.
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